BREXIT

KILLING THE GOOSE THAT
LAID THE GOLDEN EGG
IT’S FEARED THAT BREXIT COULD DESTROY TENS OF THOUSANDS OF
JOBS IN THE CITY OF LONDON, MAINLY IN INVESTMENT BANKING. HERE,
MARK LATHAM LOOKS AT THE IMPACT ON ASSET MANAGEMENT.

A FEW WEEKS after last year’s
Brexit vote to end the UK’s 43-year
membership of the European Union,
it looked like the British government
would have little alternative but to set
aside the unexpected result.
It faced a situation whereby the
Japanese car maker Nissan would shift
production from Sunderland in northeast England to factories in continental
Europe as a direct result of the vote.
The Conservative government hastily
convened talks with Nissan executives
and came to a secret agreement,
the details of which have never been
published, to keep production in the UK.
Had the deal not been made, many
believe that the sight of some 7,000
blue-collar workers being laid off within
weeks of the Brexit vote would have
shifted public opinion to such an extent
that a second referendum would have
become unavoidable.
A year on from the referendum, and
just weeks after formal negotiations on
the UK’s departure finally got underway,
business leaders believe hundreds of
thousands of UK jobs could be lost as a
result of Brexit.
Manufacturing (particularly the
automobile industry) and agriculture
are expected to be big losers, but the
sector that is likely to be hardest hit is
the country’s enormously successful
financial services industry.
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The City of London, shorthand for the
UK’s entire financial sector, has for years
been the country’s largest exporter,
running a £19.1 billion (€21.6 billion)
surplus in financial services with the EU
in 2015.
The question now confronting the UK
is whether the country is prepared to
risk damaging its most successful export
industry under the mantra of ‘taking
back control’ of regulation, law-making
and immigration.
On that question, a report published
this month by trade body the TheCityUK
– which is lobbying for a bespoke deal
for the UK’s financial sector – found that,
while a flexible immigration policy could
help to ease some lost ground from

Brexit, it won’t bring as many benefits as
staying in the EU.
The report also warned that London
could lose its status as Europe’s top
financial centre and that continental
Europe could become the preferred
destination for banks, insurers and asset
managers as they relocate business
there to retain access to the EU single
market.
While firms may start shifting a
small number of jobs to Europe, this
could accelerate when property leases
expire, firms carry out business reviews
or when the cost of capital becomes
uneconomical.
Meanwhile, a research paper from
consultancy firm Oliver Wyman
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estimated that the hardest form of
Brexit could put 35,000 job losses in the
financial sector at risk along with £20
billion of annual income and £5 billion of
tax revenues.
In such a scenario, a further 40,000
jobs and £18 billion of revenue,
and £5 billion of tax revenue, could
also be indirectly lost from the
‘ecosystem’ of lawyers, consultants and
accountants who service the financial
services industry.
At the other end of the spectrum, it is
estimated that a softer Brexit that put
the UK outside the European Economic
Area (EEA), but delivered access to the
EU’s single market as well as passporting
and equivalence for financial services,
would put up to 4,000 jobs at risk and
lead to a £2 billion decline in income.
Other studies estimate similarly
high levels of job losses: one by PwC
estimates 70,000 jobs and a loss of
between £14 billion and £20 billion in
revenues, while a more recent study
from EY estimates that 83,000 jobs
are at risk.
The majority of the potential jobs
losses are likely to be from investment
banking operations. Crucially, the
estimates do not include a further
100,000 jobs that would be at risk if
London loses its dominance of the €1
trillion-a-day euro clearing market as a
result of Brexit.
Small but significant
The number of potential job losses in the
asset management industry is smaller
but still significant.
According to the Investment
Association (IA), the UK is Europe’s
largest asset management centre (larger
than that of Germany, France and Italy
combined) with firms managing £5.7
trillion from the UK, of which some £1.2
trillion is for EU investors and a further £1
trillion for clients in the rest of the world.
Of the UK’s £200 billion of revenues
from financial services, around a quarter
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is international and wholesale business
related to EU countries other than the
UK. Of that total, asset management
accounts for around £24 billion, of which
£6 billion is business related to the EU
(ex-UK) that would be directly impacted
by Brexit.
A research paper from the London
School of Economics published this year
warns that UK-based asset managers
may need to set up subsidiaries
across Europe to continue to manage
investment funds domiciled there in an
efficient way.
Both the Oliver Wyman and PwC
studies claim that between a third to

“THE UK ASSET
MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY WILL
CONTINUE TO
FLOURISH BUT
POLITICS COULD GET
IN THE WAY SO THAT
THINGS COULD YET
GO VERY WRONG.”
a half of the UK’s £6 billion EU-related
asset management revenues, worth
between £2 billion and £3 billion a year,
could look for a new home post-Brexit.
So far a steady trickle of asset
management firms have said they
plan to retain the ability to do business
with the rest of the EU post-Brexit (see
panel) by moving jobs abroad.
Jorge Morley-Smith, director of
international affairs and Brexit at the IA,
said that while the issue of passporting
is not an “existential threat” to the UK’s
funds industry, there are areas that are
“vulnerable”.
When Brexit negotiations eventually
turn to trade issues and the extent to
which the UK will continue to have
access to the single market, MorleySmith says there will be “a number of

potential banana skins en route that we
need to avoid”.
The “number-one priority”, he says,
is the issue of delegation of portfolio
management and the degree to which
management of Ucits funds can be
delegated to non-EU countries.
“Post-Brexit, the UK would be a third
country that would rely on third-country
provisions,” he says. “Some of the
mood music from Europe suggests that
regulation related to third countries
could be tightened: that is the threat.
“My assumption is that the UK asset
management industry will continue to
flourish but politics could get in the way
so that things could yet go very wrong.”
Gina Miller, the co-founder of Londonbased wealth manager SCM Direct,
believes that fund firms in the UK “have
not yet got a grasp of the seriousness of
the threat to the industry over the issue
of passporting”.
Miller, who shot to fame last year as
the figurehead of a legal challenge that
forced the UK government to consult
parliament over the triggering of Brexit,
says that the industry needs to lobby the
government more vociferously than it
has so far.
“I am surprised that the industry has
not been more vocal about pushing for
access to the EU single market. There
needs to be a single industry voice to
speak out about the dangers confronting
the industry,” she told Funds Europe.
“There is now a real threat to the
profitability of the industry, the
recruitment and retention of staff
and the ability of firms to sell products
across borders.
“I think that because of the febrile
atmosphere around politics in the UK
now and worries about who will be
in power in the future, voices in the
industry that should be speaking out
are not.”
The reluctance of firms to speak out
about threats to the industry was echoed
by another UK fund manager who,
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THE ‘BREXODUS’ TIPPING POINT
So far a steady trickle of asset management firms have said they are
considering relocating jobs from London to rival financial centres in order to
retain the ability to do business with the rest of the EU post-Brexit.
These include US equity funds Blackstone and Carlyle, which have moved to
establish passporting rights in Luxemburg.
Aberdeen Asset Management has said it is exploring options for new
headquarters in the EU, while M&G has already moved to increase its presence
in Luxemburg following the Brexit vote last June.
Morgan Stanley, which employs 5,000 in London, was reported last month as
being close to picking Frankfurt as its new EU hub for broker-dealer business
but asset management operations are likely to be moved to Dublin.
Bank of America Merrill Lynch has spoken of expanding in Dublin, while
Goldman Sachs has said it will move hundreds of staff out of London before a
Brexit deal is struck. HSBC and UBS have both suggested they could each move
1,000 or so roles out of London, while Deutsche Bank is considering moving up
to 4,000 staff to Frankfurt. It is not known so far how many of these relocated
jobs would be in asset management.
Japanese banks Nomura, Daiwa and Sumitomo Mitsui, meanwhile, have also
earmarked Frankfurt as their post-Brexit EU base.
Prior to last June’s referendum, US banking giant JP Morgan warned that it
would move up to 4,000 jobs overseas if the UK left the EU. In May this year, it
said it would move hundreds of London-based jobs to Dublin, Frankfurt and
Luxemburg ahead of Brexit, with the possibility that more will follow. Since then,
JP Morgan has bought a Dublin office building capable of housing 1,000 staff:
double the number it currently employs in the Irish capital.
So far it is not known whether JP Morgan Asset Management posts in London
will be relocated. Mike O’Brien, the firm’s chief executive for Europe, the Middle
East and Asia, told Funds Europe that the firm would closely monitor Brexit
negotiations but declined to comment on whether the firm is lobbying the UK
government. The asset management arm of JP Morgan currently employs
around 1,500 of its total European workforce of 1,845 in the UK.
In Luxemburg, where the firm’s $320 billion (€280 billion) Sicav fund range
is domiciled, JP Morgan AM employs more than 170 people and the firm has a
further 175 employees in other European financial centres.
“Like many other asset managers, we rely on delegation of portfolio
management, which is the ability to outsource portfolio management to
affiliates outside of the EU,” O’Brien says. “In the event that policymakers
were to introduce future changes to delegation through revisions of Ucits, the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive and MiFID, that could have
implications for cross-border fund investors.”
O’Brien says that Ucits fund regulation had proven to be one of the EU’s major
success stories as it provides European investors with consistent regulation of
investment products, efficiency and “investment optionality”.
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speaking on condition of anonymity, said
that firms are afraid they will be shut
out of future consultation if they are
deemed to be not sufficiently positive
about Brexit by the government.
Of the various post-Brexit options
open to the UK, Miller believes that
staying within the EEA would be the
least disruptive model for the funds
industry.
“If that is not politically possible, then a
long period of transitional arrangements
would be needed to reduce disruption to
the industry,” she says. “The two years
of transition that is being talked about is
really not going to be long enough.”
Miller also warns that equivalence is

“BECAUSE OF
THE FEBRILE
ATMOSPHERE
AROUND POLITICS IN
THE UK AND WORRIES
ABOUT WHO WILL
BE IN POWER IN THE
FUTURE, VOICES IN
THE INDUSTRY THAT
SHOULD BE SPEAKING
OUT ARE NOT.”
a “very poor alternative to passporting”
and would require UK firms to apply to
the European Securities and Markets
Authority (Esma) to be regarded as
operating from a third country with an
equivalent regulatory regime.
That process in itself would be timeconsuming and Esma does not have
the resources to process hundreds of
registration applications quickly.
Miller pours cold water on the idea that
leaving the EU would lead to a bonfire
of red tape.
“There were people who thought
that leaving the EU would lead to less
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regulation, but for the funds industry
this would have to stay in place if the
UK wants to continue to do business
abroad,” she says.
She believes that the remaining 27
EU member states may not necessarily
be the main jobs beneficiaries of Brexit.
Some US financial firms could, given
the uncertainty likely over the next few
years, decide to focus their expansion
plans on Asia or the Middle East instead
of Europe.
Next year, Miller warns, the UK’s
funds industry will be hit by the double
whammy of new MiFID II regulatory
rules and the extra costs of preparing
for Brexit: “MiFID II will already be a
revolution for the industry. When you
add to that the cost of Brexit, profits are
going to be hit.”
Miller’s fears for the industry are
mirrored in the findings of a recent
survey by the CFA Institute, which
found investment managers in the
UK, Europe and around the world are
“overwhelmingly negative about Brexit”,
according to Rhodri Preece, its head of
capital markets policy.
The survey found that 70% of
respondents in the UK believe that
Brexit will cause the competitiveness
of the UK asset management market
to deteriorate.
It also found that over half (57%) of
CFA member respondents around the
world expect firms with a strong UK
presence to reduce their operations in
the UK as a result of Brexit.
Preece said that the extent of
disruption to the industry will largely
depend on whether politics allow
current trading arrangements with the
rest of the EU to continue.
“If we remain a member of the EEA,
all of these issues that could impact the
industry go away, but that would require
the UK to accept continued freedom of
movement of EU citizens, contributions
into the EU budget and acceptance of
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UNEVEN IMPACT ON ALTERNATIVES
Michael Collins, chief executive of Invest Europe, a pan-European trade
association of private equity and venture capital firms, says that the impact
of Brexit on the alternative investment space will be uneven and will vary
considerably from firm to firm.
Private equity companies that are based in the UK and which raise most of
their capital in the UK are unlikely to be impacted heavily by Brexit, he says, but
Brexit could be “enormously disruptive” for a UK-based venture capital firm that
currently receives significant investment from the European Investment Fund.
A significant proportion of alternative investment firms are involved in crossborder activities involving fundraising, fund management or investment into
portfolio companies.
As most private equity or venture capital firms are based and operate from a
single EU country, the impact of the UK quitting the EU single market could be
significant for firms that make use of passporting for cross-border trading.
“We are encouraging our members to think about what this might mean for
fundraising, management of funds and access to talent,” he said.
“The vast majority of folk in the UK are interested in being able to access the
single market. The worst outcome would be one where it ceases to be possible
for firms, whether based in the UK or in the remaining EU member states, to
raise funds in different jurisdictions.
“My own working assumption is that we won’t see that many wholesale
relocations but some firms, particularly large buy-out companies, are debating
the need to relocate some of their functions or creating a legal entity in
remaining EU states, while those that already have a presence in the EU are
thinking of beefing that up”.
While Invest Europe has not made any forecasts of the number of UK jobs that
could be lost to rival EU financial centres, Collins says there is a risk that firms
will decide to locate structures in Dublin or Luxembourg that might, without
Brexit, have come to London.
“I don’t think that is likely as it is not in anyone’s interest for that to happen.
However we need to make sure that does not happen and raise awareness of
how valuable those dynamic flows are,” he said.
“The EU could make it more difficult for firms to receive passporting rights as
the Commission has a legislative worry that if you make it too easy to set up a
letterbox entity in an EU jurisdiction, the EU won’t have effective control of that
entity. This is a debate that still has some way to go.”
The European hedge fund industry, 85% of whose assets are managed
from the UK, is not expected to be affected by Brexit as most hedge funds
are already structured as offshore funds in the Cayman Islands or other
jurisdictions outside Europe.

the jurisdiction of the European Court of
Justice,” he says.
“If the UK leaves both the EU and the
EEA, then it will by default and in the

absence of any alternative arrangements
become a third country under EU law. If
that were to happen, we would not be
able to passport the full range of services
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that we are at present under Ucits.”
Even if the EU is prepared to regard
the UK’s regulatory and supervisory
regime as ‘equivalent’, which would
allow cross-border trading to continue,
this status could be withdrawn with just
a month’s notice, Preece warns.
“There would be a significant degree
of uncertainty and that does not form
a good basis for a long-term trading
arrangement,” he said.
Townsend Lansing, head of
exchange-traded commodities at ETF
Securities, fears that the distribution of
cross-border funds could be seriously
impacted if UK-based firms are unable
to retain their current passporting
licences post-Brexit.
“If Esma decides that firms need to
have a heavy footprint within the EU,
there might be a question over whether
a company has enough boots on the
ground in the EU,” he says.
“It could be the case that setting up a
letterbox entity in the EU with just one
employee will no longer be deemed
acceptable. Firms may need to relocate
sales, compliance and legal staff into
offices in the EU in order to continue
trading in the EU..”
Another scenario that could unfold,
Lansing believes, concerns international
fund firms with a UK presence who
might decide to “up sticks and move”
post-Brexit.
“A Swiss firm that sells into Europe
from London might decide to move to
Frankfurt instead,” he says.
Lansing is, though, reasonably upbeat
about his own firm’s prospects. “If, over
the next 12 months, it looks like there is
going to be no post-Brexit deal, we are
an agile company and can move quickly
and open offices in the EU and have
business continuity.
“This is not an existential crisis for us
but there are likely to be increased costs
and administrative hassle.”
Recruitment, however, has already

BREXIT WINNERS AND LOSERS: FINANCIAL CENTRES
Winners from Brexit
Frankfurt
Dublin
New York
Paris
Luxembourg
Zurich
Amsterdam
Singapore
Hong Kong
Shanghai
Madrid
Tokyo
Milan
London

18%
77%
63%
58%
58%
49%
45%
39%
32%
30%
20%
17%
17%
16%
10%

Losers from Brexit
London
Dublin
Paris
Milan
Madrid
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Luxembourg
Zurich
Hong Kong
New York
Shanghai
Singapore
Tokyo

83%
12%
12%
12%
11%
10%
9%
8%
6%
3%
3%
2%
2%
1%

Source: CFA Institute member survey

become a headache for the firm.
Lansing says that, since last year’s
Brexit vote, it has already become more
difficult for City firms to recruit staff
with European languages.
“Fewer Europeans are now looking
to come to London,” he adds. “London
has for years been one of the greatest
examples of the EU working and the
City became the EU’s financial gateway
to the rest of the world. It is hard to see
how that is going to continue.”
Aaron Stocks, a partner and head of
listed funds at City law firm Travers
Smith, also frets that the EU could
take a more protectionist stance
about equivalency regulation as Brexit
negotiations progress and decide

to “build a wall around the sale of
investment products”.
“The worst-case scenario for the
funds industry would be a hard Brexit
combined with a government unwilling
or unable to make tweaks to make it
work,” he says.
“It is hard to underestimate the
long-term impact on the funds industry
if we get a hard Brexit and a government
that imposes a migrant cap that restricts
the number of bright young things
that can come to the UK as that would
lead to less innovation in the funds
industry.”
The UK’s Conservative Party has long
promoted itself as the most businessfriendly of the country’s political parties,
with many of its core policies geared
towards wealth creation and expanding
the private sector.
As the country heads towards Brexit,
the party is in the uncomfortable
position of having to implement policies
that could, in the case of the financial
sector as well as other industries, lead to
sizeable job losses and wealth loss.
With polls of public opinion turning
against Brexit, many are now wondering
whether killing the goose that laid the
golden egg is a price worth paying for an
exit from the EU. fe

❱ VOCAL - Gina Mil l er wan ts th e in d u s tr y to s peak with a s in g le voice.
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